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Letter from Kareem
Elghawy (’22)
My experiences in UCIMCO have greatly improved my
Ursinus experience as a whole and joining the
organization was one of the best things that I have done
during my time at the college. Whether it be through riveting discussions or constant
innovation of investment strategies, I have always found being a part of the fund
fascinating and have found my time in it to be very beneficial. As a freshman in the
fund, I recall myself initially knowing quite little about investing and I found the idea
of investing real endowment dollars quite exciting, albeit intimidating. However,
continuing my involvement in the fund as it has greatly improved my financial literacy
and general understanding of the world. I take pride in the several new steps that
fellow UCIMCO leaders have taken to ensure the longevity and equitability of the
fund, whether it be newfound ESG investments or the introduction of our rapidly
growing women’s fund. I am also eternally greatly that the fund has allowed me to
meet so many great alumni that have had a profound impact on not only my time at
Ursinus, but also my plans for post-graduate opportunities. I am happy to be part of
such an amazing organization and hope that it can continue far beyond my time at
Ursinus.
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Letter from Wendy Luo (’21)
I joined UCIMCO in my junior year without any prior
experience, just a passion to learn about the stock market. As
it is mostly student-to-student interaction, the classes were
conducted in a pace that was catered to us and the
environment was very welcoming although most of us were without experiences. The
knowledge is highly relevant to our analysis and applicable to the market. Being able
to participate in real-life stock investing also taught me a lot, such as maintaining a
stable attitude towards the fluctuation of prices. After two years in UCIMCO, I saw
how the fund has grown and how I have benefited from the opportunities that came
with it. With the newest introduction of Women in Finance, we have expanded more
opportunities to female students, even if they are from different faculties. This allows
female students to be in a more comfortable and accommodating environment to
learn and interact.
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At a Glance
The Ursinus College Investment
Management Company, UCIMCO,
is a student run endowment
portfolio management company
headed by Jacob Kang and Kareem
Elghawy under the advisement of
Dr. Scott Deacle. UCIMCO is split
Our Teams have been meeting in a hybrid, socially
between three teams of student
distant fashion during the COVID-19 adjustment.
investors, Stock Selection,
Endowment, and a Women’s Fund
(new to Fall 2020). Each team meets weekly to discuss investment strategies, pitches,
and current events that would affect the college’s endowment. Our goal is to generate
return for Ursinus College’s endowment and to create awareness of the role an
endowment pays in the institution’s operation.
Each team is responsible for a part of the endowment’s investment portfolio. New
members are part of a Stock Selection group, where we learn the basics of portfolio
management and evaluation. We then pitch and select attractive stocks that would
best generate return for the endowment. In order to go about these goals, we use
value and growth fundamentals as taught by Edgar Wachenheim III and Michael
Moe, respectively.
As for advanced students who have been a part of the fund for three or more
semesters, they manage an endowment-style portfolio, which use David Swensen’s
investment principles for portfolio management. The Endowment is split into
subgroups which each take on the responsibility of studying and learning about a
specific asset class and conclude an appropriate weight for each. Advanced members
of UCIMCO are also eligible to volunteer for a role as a Student Officer, in which
they would also take on operational responsibilities for UCIMCO. These student
officers are responsible for operations such as communications, analysis, meeting
facilitation, etc.
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Investment Strategies
Stock Selection Value Strategy:
This team applies value-investing strategies
promoted by Edgar Wachenheim III by focusing
on financial ratios to determine the appropriate
investments for the fund’s portfolio. We look to
find stocks that have little-to-no debt and seem to
have low prices in relation to their earnings, as
shown by the debt-to-asset and price-to-earnings
ratios.

Stock Selection Growth Strategy:
This team is more experienced in stock selection,
applying Michael Moe’s growth-investing
strategies, which focuses on identifying small-cap
stocks, super trends, and four Ps (people, product,
potential, and predictability). Small-cap stocks
tend to be undervalued and have higher growth
prospects than larger-cap stocks.

Women’s Stock Selection Team:
The Women’s Team applies David Dreman’s
contrarian investment strategies to their stock
selection process by looking at stocks that no
other mainstream investor would consider. This
team also considers low P/E ratios as well as
avoiding speculative stocks and potential
bankruptcies.

Endowment Team:
The endowment team applies some insights and
premises that are promoted by Yale University
CIO David Swensen. The endowment team
invests in diversified ETFs that represent major
asset classes such as U.S. Equities, U.S. Treasuries,
and Emerging Market equities, in order to strive
for inter-generational equity for the college. The
group uses a mean-variance optimal portfolio as a
baseline for weights on each asset class and then
researches macroeconomic trends to determine
adjustments on the weights relative to the
baseline.

Endowment at Work
UCIMCO has continued our participation in
#Giving2UCDay with a contribution of
$2,020 this year to Ursinus College’s general
fund. To date, UCIMCO has donated $4,139
over the past three years in keeping with the
college’s Giving Day. These contributions
would not be possible without the growing
support of our donors and contributors, who
continue to support UCIMCO in order for us
to build relations with and support from the
college. Continuing support allows UCIMCO
to continue our operations as well as continue
the growing experience for our members
through field trips, research, and semi-annual
presentation dinners (turned virtual due to the
pandemic). As we actively manage the
portfolio this semester to navigate the
challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic, our
group has gained invaluable real-world
investing experiences. UCIMCO will continue
to devise new portfolio management strategies
as we strive to make our donations to the
college more and more significant going
forward.
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UCIMCO Updates
Stock Selection

Stock Selection
Endowment

This semester, Stock Selection
Teams researched more into ESG
stocks, so as to stay in line with the
Ursinus College mission statement.
Additionally, new members of
UCIMCO were able to familiarize
themselves with how the fund
conducts research and developing
theses while looking to invest in
stocks that align with the goals of
the fund, given investment
strategies.

This semester, we were able to take
some of the fantastic feedback that
we received from all alumni from
our previous meeting to improve
our portfolio. The main goal this
semester was to increase our
diversity amongst the portfolio as
well as stay up to date with current
events regarding the market
following this year’s election. Over
the course of the semester, our
group discussed and conversed
about possible ETF alternatives
within our assets classes and were
able to allocate funds respectfully to
these alternatives. The hope is that
these modifications to the portfolio
improve the portfolio and increase
our returns over time.

Women’s Fund continued growth
In their second semester, the
Women’s Fund has seen
tremendous growth in number of
members. The Women’s Team has
grown to more than 10 members
and has a strong mix of different
majors and backgrounds. The
portfolio has grown to $14,000
under management and will now
invest in five stocks. The Women’s
Fund looks to further their group
size and appoint a curriculum officer
in the fall.

UCIMCO Exchange Week
UCIMCO is proud to continue the
new tradition of Exchange Week,
where members from each fund
present their research and
investment recommendations to
each of the other funds.
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Investment Performance Since Fall 2020
Company

Women's Fund

Stock Selection

Waste Management, Inc.
Visa, Inc.
Johnson & Johnson
NVIDIA, Corp.

Ticker

Return

WM

26.4%

V

23.4%

JNJ

18.8%

NVDA

19.9%

Portfolio*

22.1%

Total Market Benchmark

IWV

21.55%

PulteGroup, Inc.

PHM

26.7%

Public Storage

PSA

12.1%

Anthem, Inc.

ANTM

8.2%

Portfolio*
Total Market Benchmark

15.7%
IWV

21.55%

Our portfolio still holds ANTM, WM, V, JNJ, and NVDA; Returns are as of
market close 4/19/2021
The total market benchmark is the iShares Total Market Index ETF (Ticker: IWV)
*Portfolio return accounts for cash inflows from donations

Women's Fund, Stock Selection Performance
vs. Benchmark Since Fall 2020
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
Women's Fund Portfolio

Stock Selection Portfolio

IWV Market Benchmark
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Endowment Performance Since Fall 2020
Return
US Equities

17.43%

US Treasuries

-6.26%

US Corp. Bonds

-17.83%

US Real Estate

21.99%

Emerging Market Equities

8.55%

Developed Market Equities

29.15%

Portfolio*

11.37%

Portfolio returns are as of market close 4/19/2021
*Portfolio returns reflect rebalancing as of 3/26/2021
*Portfolio returns account for cash inflows from donations.

UCIMCO vs 70/30 Index All Time
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UCIMCO Performance Since Inception
vs. 70/30 Index
UCIMCO vs 70/30 Index All Time
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Portfolio performance includes the addition of Stock Selection and Women’s Fund
portfolios.
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Endowment Fund Outlook
Endowment Weighting Strategy
Asset Class

Weighting
Strategy

US Treasuries

Underweight

Key Considerations
•
•
•

US Equities

Normal weight

•
•

Emerging Market
Equities

Overweight

•

•
•
Developed Market
Equities

Underweight

•

•
US Corporate
Bonds

Underweight

•
•

•
US Real Estate

Overweight

•
•
•

Tend to negatively correlate with U.S. Equities.
Since vaccine rollout, consumer and trading confidence
on the rise.
GOVT has been on steady decline over the past six
months.
Expected higher-than-average returns for SUSA
Biden administration promoting growth in clean
energy provides new avenues for U.S. Equities ETFs.
Emerging markets economies provide promise with
higher GDP growth rates in comparison to other
markets.
70% of the ETF consists of companies from Hong
Kong, Taiwan, India, and China.
Tencent, Taiwan Semiconductors, Alibaba have
tremendous upside.
VEA: Continued uncertainty with COVID-19 in
Europe.
o EU vaccination issues.
o European and Japanese Bond Yields rise.
ISF: Exposure to 100 largest UK-based companies.
o UK vaccinations far ahead of EU.
Record outflows.
Corporate Bonds have had rising rates over the past
few months after large sell offs during the height of the
pandemic.
Investors are significantly less risk averse than before
and are moving toward equity investments.
Data Centers, 5G cellphone towers.
SRVR has 24 holdings, 85% of which are real estate
properties related to data and infrastructure.
77% of SRVR holdings are in specialized and
commercial REITs.
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Stock Selection Picks
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. (AMD)
Background:
AMD is a semiconductor company that produces various types of computer parts and processors.
They focus primarily on graphics processors, central processors, and motherboard chips used for
high end products. This ranges from video game consoles like the Xbox Series X and PS5 to
medical imaging tools and company servers. This stock is being included in the portfolio because of
the stability of the company under new CEO Lisa Su, as well as the potential for the stock to be
currently undervalued as a result of the China/US trade war.
Thesis:
AMD is a company with high growth potential in the near future and a level of stability preventing
the stock from plummeting in value. It should be a valuable investment as the company expands
outside PC products and into newer technologies.

Ratios:
P/E: 73.44
Current: 2.54
Tot. Debt to Tot. Asset: 0.082
Interest Coverage: 29.1

Strengths:
Virtual reality is an emerging technology where
AMD has the edge over competitors NVIDIA
and Intel with cheaper chips for higher speeds.
The popularity of gaming has skyrocketed during
the pandemic, leading towards a more online
focused society and individuals buying computers
with AMD chips.
Weaknesses:
Trade war has slowed the supply chains for
multiple tech companies including AMD
With Covid-19 ending, AMD could be possibly
overvalued as people return to normal life and
away from being online 24/7.
ESG Considerations:
ESG score of 84
Designed the most energy efficient mobile
processor in 2020.
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Merck & Co. (MRK)
Background:
Merck is a major pharmaceutical company primarily based in the United States that produces some
of the world’s most successful drugs. The company manufactures innovative drugs, vaccines, and
treatments that target increasingly predominant diseases and conditions such as high blood pressure,
bacterial infections, cancer, and more.
Thesis:
Merck is one of the strongest pharmaceutical companies as they heavily invest in research and
development to create innovative, profitable, and increasingly demanded drugs and treatments. As
a result, their stock has been positively trending for the last five years and is expected to continue
through their ESG initiatives, superior financial standing, and anticipated market growth.

Ratios:
P/E: 17.79
Current: 1.30
Tot. Debt to Tot. Asset: 0.32
Interest Coverage: 18.51

Strengths:
Many analysts expect Merck to be a very
successful stock in the future and is expected to
maintain their growth pace in the coming months
with expectation for the company to rise to 10.4%
this year.
Weaknesses:
Lack of leadership and disappointing stock
outlook in Q4 2020 due to an apparent negative
impact from COVID-19.
ESG Considerations:
ESG score of 23
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Comcast Corp. (CMCSA)
Background:
Comcast Corporation is an American telecommunications conglomerate that is one of the largest
cable television and broadcasting companies in the world. Comcast has been very successful in the
United States as they are the largest pay-TV company, the largest cable TV company and the third
largest home internet service provider with the fastest internet speeds in comparison to their
competitors. Comcast Corporation also has many prosperous subsidiaries such as Xfinity,
NBCUniversal, and their new streaming service known as Peacock.
Thesis:
Comcast has relatively good market ratios, they are of great market demand due to their effect on
consumers all over the world, and therefore they are an amazing company to invest in as they are
very stable and continue to grow.

Ratios:
P/E: 21.59
Current: 0.93
Tot. Debt to Tot. Asset: 0.407
Interest Coverage: 4.04

Strengths:
ESG-friendly investment.
Customer-support could help reduce issues with
subscription service complaints.
Weaknesses:
Complaints about Comcast/Xfinity subscription
services.
Loss of $914 million due to Peacock streaming
service.
ESG Considerations:
Comcast proves that they are a safe company for
investors to invest in.
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Microsoft Corp. (MSFT)
Background:
Microsoft Corporation manufactures, licenses, supports, and sells computer software, consumer
electronics, personal computers, and other related services. The company is best known for their
software products and “Windows” operating system, as well as their gaming system, Xbox, but are
getting more heavily involved in Cloud based Artificial Intelligence computing. Microsoft brought
in a revenue of $143 billion in 2020, as well as a net income of $44.3 billion. With their Intelligent
Cloud system growing, Microsoft Corporation is expecting continued growth.
Thesis:
Microsoft Corporation is a promising stock selection; with a P/E ratio of 34.78, high growth is
expected in the stock. They are an industry frontrunner in computer sales by a wide margin, are
expanding on their intelligent cloud industry with their recent purchase of Nuance Communications
and have an ESG rating of 15 with a promising ethical future.
Ratios:
P/E: 34.78
Current: 2.5
Tot. Debt to Tot. Asset: 0.078
Interest Coverage: 16.0

Strengths:
Microsoft is focusing heavily on improving their
intelligent cloud platform which will allow them
to reach more businesses as well as individuals by
increasing productivity. Furthermore, Microsoft
still leads the tech industry in computer sales.
Weaknesses:
Microsoft could potentially face a shortage of
Intel CPUs which would negatively impact sales
of Surface and Windows devices. Following the
Covid-19 pandemic, the company is also facing
small businesses using their products and systems
downsizing.
ESG Considerations:
Microsoft has an ESG rating of 15. Their Chief
Privacy Officer addresses all issues regarding user
privacy and AI usage. The company vows to be
carbon negative by 2030 and is investing $1 billion
over 4 years to the Climate Innovation Fund.
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Blackstone Mortgage Trust (BXMT)
Background:
Blackstone Mortgage Trust is a mortgage REIT that operates in North America, Europe, and
Australia, based out of New York. Blackstone originates senior loans that are collateralized by
commercial real estate, this means they are issued senior bank loans from banks or other financial
institutions and Blackstone puts up their commercial real estate properties as collateral.
Thesis:
Blackstone Mortgage Trust is a very solid REIT with lots of opportunity to grow in the future.
Covid-19 has a been a setback, but with restrictions being lifted people will be eager get back in
their normal life in the office or to travel and get away whether it be to visit family or just to take a
vacation. This anticipated behavior could be very beneficial to Blackstone as 75% of their senior
loan portfolio is collateralized by office buildings and hospitality.

Ratios:
P/E: 33.31
Current: 87.79
Tot. Debt to Tot. Asset: 0.66
Interest Coverage: 0.41

Strengths:
Increase in travel and home/property purchasing
with lifted travel restrictions and lower interest
rates.
Weaknesses:
High payout ratio of 100.81% could signal a
possible dividend cut.
ESG Considerations:
They have raised $100 million in charitable
donations since 2007 and is created an initiative to
hire veterans. Have a sustainability program for a
number of their portfolio companies and have
seen 50% lighting reduction in their headquarters.
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Consolidated Edison (ED)
Background:
Consolidated Edison is an energy company based in New York, they currently supply electricity to
over 3.3 million customers, and gas service to over 1.1 million customers. Con Ed is currently the
seventh largest solar power producer in the world, and objectives of the company revolves around
using clean energy. A goal of Con Ed is to run on fully renewable power by 2040. This stock is big
in the ESG category, both because of the clean energy and the money they donate to small
businesses and non-profit organizations, which is why it should be included.
Thesis:
This stock’s main strength is according to the ESG investing method. The stock revolves around
supplying customers with clean energy through electricity and solar panels. The stock also has good
P/E and debt to assets ratios making it a safe stock to invest in.

Ratios:
P/E: 21.46
Tot. Debt to Tot. Asset: 0.39
Interest Coverage: 2.7

Strengths:
ConEdison is the seventh largest solar producer in
the world, as a natural gas marketer.
ESG and diversity is a priority for the company.
Weaknesses:
Increasing competition in the area of clean energy
ESG Considerations:
Seventh Largest solar power producer in the
world and invests 12 million annually to nonprofit
organizations. Has spent $294 million with
minority and women owned businesses, and $627
million with small businesses
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Walmart (WMT)
Background:
Walmart offers a long list of products. Sporting goods, crafts, home goods, electronics, grocery,
produce, and they offer a one stop shop for all necessary needs. The cornerstone of their strategy is
the everyday low prices that are offered. Shopping is offered through an app, in store, and on their
website. Walmart has $2-billion-dollar commitment to fighting hunger within the US. They offer
three types of stores Walmart supercenter, Walmart Discount Store, and Walmart Neighborhood
Market.
Thesis:
Walmart is a good purchase because they handled the pandemic successfully and saw a revenue
increase throughout the pandemic. We believe that they are well prepared for another potential
trade war, due to fifty percent of their sales being from produce and food.

Ratios:
P/E: 20.9
Current Ratio: 0.83
Debt-to-Equity: 0.85
Interest Coverage: 10.47

Strengths:
They are the largest onsite green power generator
within the US.
The potential growth of Walmart comes from
technology innovation and expansion overseas
through Latin American countries and Asia.
Weaknesses:
Ongoing competition with Amazon Services.
ESG Considerations:
ESG rating of 28
Environment risk: 3.4
Social risk: 17.2
Governance risk: 6.9
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Women’s Picks
American Well Corporation
(AMWL)
Background:
Telehealth application created in 2006,
telemedicine equipment including carts,
peripherals, and kiosks, provide services
including urgent care, pediatrics, nutrition,
physical therapy, psychiatry, pregnancy
therapy, and disease management services.
Thesis:
Established in 2006, Amwell has the
opportunity to continue its success as the
COVID-19 pandemic has forced
healthcare to go virtual With Amwell’s
diverse portfolio, patients can receive
premium access and quality of care
through the push of a button. As a fairly
new company in a much needed and
upcoming field, Amwell is creating a path
for a new and improved form of quick and
easy healthcare.
Ratios:
P/E: -35.20

SWOT Analysis:
Strengths:
The products and brand portfolio of
American Well’s is enabling it to target
various segments in the domestic market at
the same time
Weaknesses:
American Well is suffering from a lack of
critical talent especially in the field of
technology and digital transformation. They
are struggling to restructure processes in
light of developments in the field of artificial
intelligence and machine learning.
Opportunities:
Machine learning and artificial intelligence
boom is transforming the technology
landscape that American Well’s operates in.
They can use these developments in
improving efficiencies, lowering costs, and
transforming processes.
Threats:
As American Well can leverage low cost of
reaching customers using social media and ecommerce, so can competitors – both local and
international competitors.

Current: 10.73
Tot. Debt to Tot. Asset: 0.7
Interest Coverage: N/A
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Yatsen Holdings Limited (YSG)
Background:
Yatsen Holdings Ltd. was established in 2016
and has become one of China’s largest and
most successful brands in the personal products
sector. The company has developed a line of
award-winning beauty/cosmetic products and is
continuing to expand its market by acquiring
established companies like Pierre Fabre and
Eve Lomb to support its innovation and
growth. The company has experienced a growth
rate 30x’s the market average for firms in
China’s beauty industry and has recently
become a multinational corporation, selling
shares of company stock on the NYSE. The
startup has proven to endure a pandemic,
international obstacles, and rapid growth with
sophistication.
Thesis:
Yatsen is a rapidly growing firm specializing in
skincare and cosmetics within the beauty
industry. Yatsen is one of the most popular
beauty brands in China and its company shares
have recently entered the NYSE. We believe
that Yatsen has strategically positioned itself to
embrace long-term growth through their
disruptive business model and exceptional
marketing tactics.

SWOT Analysis:
Strengths:
Superb viral marketing strategy, vast
customer relations database, DTC
business model
Weaknesses:
High fixed costs on promotional and
advertising
Opportunities:
Mergers and Acquisitions with other
successful innovation pipelines, expand
to U.S. and European consumer
audiences
Threats:
Large beauty brand competition, startup
company (no long-term market endurance),
Chinese government poses threats.

Ratios:
P/E: -35.28
Current: 3.01
Tot. Debt to Tot. Asset: N/A
Interest Coverage: 0.129
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Canon, Inc. (CAJ)
Background:
Canon Inc. is a Japanese multinational
company, founded in 1937, that specializes in
optical, imaging, and industrial products. These
include cameras, lenses, medical equipment,
scanners, printers, and other various
manufacturing instruments. They are a part of
the Information technology sector and more
specifically, the Technology Hardware, Storage
& Peripherals industry. Canon Inc. continues to
expand and create new devices that can be
beneficial for all job fields, not just doctors, or
offices.
Thesis:
They have proven to be adaptable in all
circumstances--even during a pandemic--and
still create new, helpful technology. Canon is of
lower risk than the rest of the industry since
their DA ratio is low compared to the sector
average, and they’re very likely to pay back their
debts due to their high interest coverage ratio.

SWOT Analysis:
Strengths:
Canon has a wide portfolio of
technology all around the world. They
are also a very eco-friendly with over
180,000 employees.
Weaknesses:
They have very intense competition
which lowers their stock market shares.
Fake replicas and brands cause
defamation to Canon itself.
Opportunities:
Can expand in order to enhance their
global presence. Canon can also expand
its technology to more diverse fields in
the medicine world (X-ray equipment.)
Threats:
Being a global brand makes inflation,
currency rates, and economic crisis hard
to overcome. There is also the threat of
counterfeit goods in an already
competitive market.
Ratios:
P/E: 36.69
Current: 1.68
Tot. Debt to Tot. Asset: 0.147
Interest Coverage: 121.89
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SWOT Analysis:

SNAP, Inc. (SNAP)
Background:
Snap Inc. is a social media and camera company
that originated as Snapchat in 2011. They
quickly expanded their products to Bitmoji and
Spectacles, triggering a rebranding from
Snapchat to Snap Inc. in 2016. They are a
frontrunner in augmented reality development
and are looking to expand to more tangible
products such as cameras and drones.
Thesis:
Despite competition from other social media
apps and leading camera companies, we believe
that Snap Inc.’s focus on improved augmented
reality, expanding devices, and targeting older
generations makes it a smart investment.
Ratios:
P/E: -121.46
Current: 10.72

Strengths:
There is a heavy emphasis on product
innovation and alternation, and well as a
highly skilled workforce and history of
customer satisfaction.
Weaknesses:
Increased worry around lack of privacy
with social media could be a weakness,
as well as high training costs for
employees.
Opportunities:
Increased outreach due to new
improvements made on the app, as well
as the intent to branch into the physical
camera and drone world.
Threats:
Other social media apps that may take a
more proactive approach on augmented
reality or feed features.
ESG Considerations:
SNAP has a total ESG risk score of 33,
with a moderate controversy level of 2.

Tot. Debt to Tot. Asset: 0.65
Interest Coverage: -8.87
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SWOT Analysis:

Yum China Holdings, Inc.
(YUMC)
Background:
Yum China Holdings owns and operates 10,
506 restaurants and food companies. They
operate in over 1,500 cities. It is China’s largest
restaurant company, and now operates in
China, Japan, Indonesia, and the United States.
They continue to partner with different
companies and add more with their brand,
including now exploring a Lavazza Coffee shop
concept in China.
Thesis:
With ratios that are great compared to the
industry averages in the consumer discretionary
sector, we believe that Yum China Holdings is a
great investment for our portfolio. They operate
in many countries including China which has
shown fast economic growth which along with
the United States, could result in great returns
for our investment.

Strengths:
Investing huge amounts of resources in
training and development of employees.
This will develop highly skilled and
motivated employees.
Weaknesses:
The current asset and liquid ratio show
that the company could be spending
their cash more efficiently than they
currently are
Opportunities:
New trends in consumer behavior such
as online ordering can open doors for
the company to excel from an online
channel.
Threats:
Intense competition in this market has
put pressure on profitability and sales.
ESG Considerations:
The total ESG risk score for Yum China
Holdings is 23.4, which is considered
medium risk. This company is ranked
147 out of 441 in Consumer Services.

Ratios:
P/E: 34.06
Current: 2.39
Tot. Debt to Tot. Asset: 0.218
Interest Coverage: N/A
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Our Team
Management Team
Jacob Kang (2021) – Chief Research Officer, Curriculum Officer (Stock Selection)
Kareem Elghawy (2022) – Chief Operations Officer
Joseph Mercurio (2022) – Curriculum Officer (Endowment)
George Psaradakis (2021) – Chief Communications Officer
Hakan Atillasoy (2021) – Chief Analysis Officer
Peyton Vostenak (2022) – Chief Development Officer
Thomas Reinhart (2022) – Event Operations Coordinator
Women’s Fund Analysts
Taylor Beaumont (‘22)
Shannon Blessing (‘21)
Olivia DeFusco (‘24)
Julia Ewing (‘21)
Angela Gervasi (‘21)
Wendy Luo (‘21)
Eve Peiffer (‘21)
Becca Lewis (’22)

Ellie Templeton (’21)
Emily Benning (’24)
Rebecca Lam (’23)
Madelynn Sorokanych (’22)
Theodora Zeibekis (“24)
Marcella Thanh-Guyet (’24)
Delanie Rogers (’23)

Stock Selection Analysts
Joshua Echevarria (‘21)
Michael Green (‘23)
Jacob Keiths (‘21)
William Peiffer (‘21)
Kayla Weil (‘21)
Chris Perzelt (‘22)
John Wagner (‘23)
Akwasi Prempeh (’22)

Arabella Taucher (‘21)
Storm Snape (’24)
Stevie Benson (’23)
Kevin Travis (‘22)
Alexander Dean (‘21)
Matthew Lamb (‘23)
Liam Tatlonghari (’23)

Ellie Templeton (’21),
Environmental
Studies/Applied
Economics double
major

Endowment Analysts
Fasineh Turay (‘21)
Zachary Crebbin (‘22)
Stephen Schoenborn (‘22)
Michael Magargee (‘23)
Lucas Olshevski (‘21)
Ian Vogt (‘21)
Michael Buck (’22)

Harry Riley (’22)
Matthew McMahon (’22)
Ben Sjosten (’22)
Theo Karas (’22)
Bruce Edwards (’21)
Liam Close (’21)

Stephen Schoenborn
(’22), Applied
Economics major
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Supporters
UCIMCO would not exist without the generous contributions it has received in its time, expertise
and money from a variety of Ursinus faculty, alumni, administrators, and parents of students. The
fund wishes to thank the following supporters for their contributions:
Ursinus College Office of Academic Affairs
Isaac Abrams (‘19)
Briana Anderson (’14)
Nancy Bard
Marina Bitar (’06)
Youssef Boussen (’16)
Paul Cottam (‘19)
Maureen (‘79) and John Cumpstone (’77)
Christian D’Ascenzo (’20)
Michael (’97) and Tracy Fleming
Catherine Geczik (’84)
Christopher Guy
Clay Hall (’12)
Chris Herdelin
Marianne Lozinak
Matthew Malgari
The Magargee Family
Merck & Co. (matching gift)
Ryan Murray (’10)
Daniel and Janet Myers (P ’19)
Johnathan Myers (‘19)
Annette Parker
Erich Pingel (’11)
Joseph Pursley (’03)
Susan Stewart (‘80)
Robert Tucci (’78)
Daniel J. Uba (’06)
Daniel Urban (’07)
The Vanguard Group (matching gifts)

Clay Hall (’12)

Maureen Cumpstone
(’79)
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Guest Speakers
UCIMCO would also like to extend a
special thanks to our guest speakers this
semester: Christy Barilotti (’01), Carol Cirka,
Rachel Clivaz, Clay Hall (’12), David Kiefer
(’07), Daan Slaats (’19), who have all shared
their insights and experiences in the field.

How to Contribute

Carol Cirka

Christy Barilotti
(’01)

Daan Slaats (’19)

David Kiefer (’07)

You can provide financial support to this
valuable learning experience for Ursinus
students today and in the future by visiting
https://www.ursinus.edu/supportuc/ways-to-give/online-gift-form/.
Use the drop-down menu under
“Designation” to select “Student
Investment Fund.” Go to the “Other” box
to designate money for the women’s fund
specifically.

Rachel Clivaz
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